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Technological Innovation: Perceptions and Definitions Jason Vaughan

Abstract

This final chapter of Library Technology Reports (vol. 
49, no. 7) “Technological Innovation: Perceptions and 
Definitions” provides additional analysis of the survey 
results shared in the previous chapter. While innovation is 
often portrayed in a positive light as the pathway to prog-
ress and development, engendering a culture of innovation 
and actual implementation of “innovative” ideas can be 
challenging. Note is made of a few of these challenges and 
the importance of clear focus and objectives. The chapter 
concludes with a few technological items that may some-
day—sooner or later—make their way into society and 
libraries.

Librarians are . . . reinvisioning technology, architecture, 
instruction, access, and public services for a new model 
of patron. These efforts reflect an ongoing and self 
-conscious digital transition within the field, facilitated 
in the past several years by the proliferation of mobile 
communication devices, Web 2.0 applications, and free/
open source software.1

—Char Booth, Informing Innovation, 2009

For nonprofits, innovation is motivated by the desire 
to advance the public good. In a research library, the 
public good consists of the activities to support scholarly 
communication and the advancement of knowledge for 
faculty, students, staff, and the broader public community.2

—R. C. Jantz, “A Framework for Studying 
Organizational Innovation in Research Libraries,” 2012

Indeed, the current higher education environment, 
academic libraries included, is in a very exciting, 
albeit challenging, phase or, perhaps, a “new nor-

mal.” The thrust of this research was to offer better 
understanding of what academic library leaders think 
about when they hear “technological innovation,” and 
the ten questions in this spring 2013 survey shed some 
light on this. Unsurprisingly—but worth reaffirma-
tion—a common factor apparent in responses to sev-
eral questions is the importance of library patrons—
their needs and what can make their life easier or more 
efficient. Rogers notes, “The innovation-development 
process often begins with recognition of a problem 
or need, which stimulates research and development 
activities designed to create an innovation to solve the 
problem or need.”3 New technologies and associated 
services that positively impact patrons’ learning and 
research were often identified as a yardstick for inno-
vation. Newness and the “level” of innovation—incre-
mental or groundbreaking—also surfaced in several of 
the responses as important in judging innovation.

Responses to question 6, which listed thirty-two 
potentially innovative technologies, proved interest-
ing. The extreme range of ratings was unexpected—
each listed item had at least a range of seven, indicat-
ing divergent views for each and every item. Looking 
at the data more closely (in addition to the standard 
deviation figures), the diversity of ratings was reempha-
sized. If any one particular respondent had thought all 
items were major innovations or of tremendous value 
to the library community, the sum of that respondent’s 
ratings could have been a maximum of 320 (a rating 
of 10 for each of thirty-two items). Figure 4.1 shows 
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how things added up for each respondent, ranged from 
high to low.4 Four sums totaled less than 100, and six 
totaled 200 or higher, reemphasizing the broad diver-
sity in opinion among library leaders when evaluat-
ing the collective set of thirty-two potential innovative 
items and services.5

Question 1 showed similar diversity, asking 
respondents to select up to three of the twenty listed 
words and phrases that they feel capture the essence of 
technological innovation. Looking at the detailed data, 
all but one of the twenty-four respondents did select 
three choices; one selected two choices. No single 
choice was picked by at least half of the respondents, 
and only six of the twenty choices were selected by 
20 percent or more of the respondents. This echoes 
the observation shared in chapter 2, regarding the GE 
Global Information Barometer, when it was noted that 
no single definition of innovation was selected by more 
than 35 percent of the respondents. Clearly, there are 
differences among the two dozen respondents—all 
similar in their roles of leading academic libraries, 
but clearly holding, to some degree, varied and indi-
vidual opinions. There may be any number of reasons 
why one library director may think of something as 
an innovation and another may not. To sum up a few 
highlights, here are some factors that some responses 
within this research appear to indicate as important in 
the perception of technological innovation:

• newness
• the origin of the innovation (within libraries or 

outside libraries)
• whether something is applied differently and 

uniquely in a library setting versus its use and 
application outside the library environment

• whether it’s an incremental or fundamental change
• the adoption rate among other libraries (related to 

newness, perhaps)
• the match of the innovation to the local clientele 

of that library director’s environment (in the sense 
of improving the end users’ experience)

There are doubtless other factors that can influ-
ence the perception—and definition—of technological 
innovation in libraries. Whether it was an individual 
or many respondents marking a drafted choice for a 
question, or whether something was suggested in one 
or more of the free text comments, all of the above 
items, to a lesser or greater degree, seem to relate to 
the concept of innovation and the degree to which 
something is perceived as innovative.

The final question affirmed that several practices 
supportive of innovation were in place at respondents’ 
libraries. More than 80 percent of respondents indicated

• innovation was mentioned in a significant library 
document

• they funded staff travel 
to library-related confer-
ences or external events 
as well as participation in 
online webinars or associ-
ated events

• they’ve funded hardware 
and software that could 
be considered innovative

Perhaps just as significant, 
all choices were selected by at 
least a quarter of respondents, 
and nine of the thirteen choices 
were selected by half or more 
of all respondents—indicating 
that a majority of libraries have 
several practices in place that 
could contribute toward an 
atmosphere supportive of inno-
vation. Regardless of whether 
the stage is set for innovation to 
begin (let alone be sustained), 
as with all things, there is a 
balance. Tempering the prom-
ise and zeal often associated 
with the word innovation, a few 
cautionary notes are equally 
in order. It was stated at the 
beginning that this research 
would not look at barriers to 
innovations; such research has 
existed for decades and contin-
ues. With that acknowledged, 
here are just a few cautionary 
notes, intended to provide nothing more than a modi-
cum of balance to the conversation:

• “Using technology for some practical purpose, and 
not for the sake of using technology, must be the 
clear objective. . . . [Assa said,] ‘Some faculty, in 
an effort to use the latest buzzword or receive the 
next big grant, are testing technology simply for 
the sake of technology, rather than using technol-
ogy as a tool for learning. . . . When people focus 
too much on technology, they lose sight of the 
true purpose of technology, which is to facilitate 
learning in the classroom.’”6

• “Maintaining and assessing front-line technolo-
gies is a demanding iterative process that requires 
long-term resource allocation and personal com-
mitment from many stakeholders. A nagging 
question remained—if we build this, will our stu-
dents care? . . . Finding ourselves spread increas-
ingly thin in our ability to develop new services 
while supporting existing ones, we determined 
that actual user needs and expectations should be 

Respondent A 61

Respondent B 79

Respondent C 92

Respondent D 93

Respondent e 103

Respondent F 105

Respondent G 119

Respondent H 130

Respondent I 144

Respondent J 146

Respondent K 166

Respondent L 175

Respondent M 177

Respondent N 185

Respondent o 186

Respondent p 189

Respondent Q 195

Respondent s 200

Respondent T 202

Respondent U 204

Respondent V 204

Respondent W 242

Respondent X 254

Figure 4.1
survey question 6 on in-
novative technologies, 
summary of ratings by 
each respondent
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more effectively incorporated into the planning 
and evaluation process. In order to create services 
that better contributed to the overall library expe-
rience, we needed to understand how students 
actually interacted with libraries and technology, 
instead of how we assumed that they did.”7

• “Many library decisions are based on assumptions 
about patron expectations, and generational argu-
ments have strengthened our collective conviction 
that user relationships to libraries and technology 
are changing in age-predictable ways. Research 
consistently indicates that younger respondents 
tend to own more mobile tools and use more social 
sites than ever before. However, this does not nec-
essarily translate to a viable audience for library 
tools built on these platforms, nor does it reflect 
the composition or needs of a given campus.”8

• “Some have described changing colleges and uni-
versities as akin to turning an aircraft carrier. 
Unlike a small pleasure boat that can maneuver 
quickly and change course rapidly, the aircraft 
carrier requires a carefully planned maneuver and 
a large berth to complete its turn. While informa-
tion technology has had a significant impact on the 
Net Generation, practices and expectations within 
the academy remain relatively unchanged.”9

• “The Net Generation cares about the activity tech-
nology enables, not the technology, per se. The 
use of technology to improve student services will 
be critical to the academy. Yet, it’s not about tech-
nology. Technology is a tool—it represents the 
means, not the desired outcome. . . . Before focus-
ing on technology, student service professionals 
must articulate a clear and unambiguous vision 
that provides the framework for the technology.”10

• “Innovations in information technology have been 
both a blessing and a curse as IT innovations have 
simultaneously increased user expectations and 
disrupted the information life-cycle. Many infor-
mation tasks formerly handled by people have 
been automated leading to disintermediation, 
which in many cases is beneficial to end-users but 
displaces information professionals.”11

• “Libraries, as a whole, tend to be mature organiza-
tions, and thus they have developed an ability to 
consistently replicate what they have been good 
at doing in the past. This proves to be an immense 
hurdle to organizations seeking to become inno-
vative. The leaders of some mature organizations 
have stated to me that their innovations occurred 
“in spite” of their organizations. Such radical 
statements point to the ability of human imagi-
nation, ingenuity, and sheer passion to overcome 
existing structural and cultural limitations.”12

One thing it’s hoped this research has reemphasized 
is the need for focus, strategy, direction. Speaking on 

the importance of focus, Dempsey remarks, “As libraries 
position themselves as important partners within their 
institutions,  .  .  .  they cannot continue to spend a lot 
of time on activities that replicate what is being done 
elsewhere and do not create real value for their insti-
tutions. Strategy is about making choices that increase 
impact. It is about moving resources to where there is 
most benefit, and finding the right level at which things 
should be done.”13 Two words that come to mind in an 
ever-changing, challenging environment are impact and 
sustainable. As doubtless all readers know, a word closely 
associated with impact is assessment. For nonprofits with 
limited resources—whether monetary, staffing, or sim-
ply time and competing priorities—these words seem 
critical when thinking about innovation—whether in 
the decision to pursue an idea at the very start, or years 
later when looking back and trying to assess.

To conclude this issue of Library Technology 
Reports, what, then, does the future hold for technol-
ogy and libraries? Almost certainly, continual change, 
which can be stressful, but exciting. Consumer tech-
nologies will continue to heavily influence many 
developments. Dempsey notes, “Previously, work or 
educational technology was more advanced than con-
sumer technology. Now, expectations are set by con-
sumer experiences which are often richer than work/
the library/the school/etc. offers. Systems and services 
are continually in need of change.”14 A recent New York 
Times article noted thirty-two “Innovations That Will 
Change Your Tomorrow.”15 Among other things, these 
included items with a strong technology component:

• information displays not confined to a traditional 
monitor (e.g., information displayed on kitchen 
tables and refrigerators)

• video games embedded in subway handholding 
straps

• monitors that monitor your sitting posture
• physical movements used to replace passwords
• shopping carts using Kinect to guide you to desired 

items on a grocery store shelf

Closer to the educational arena, Eisenberg and Ful-
lerton offer a few suggestions for future developments:

• avatars and holograms that assist in the creation 
and communication of knowledge

• more contextually aware search tools that retrieve 
relevant information and present it in a manner 
best suiting the researcher

• wearable or implanted nano-devices with advanced 
communication and processing capabilities

• “intelligent” physical objects that can carry out 
actions and be addressed (e.g., walls, windows, 
etc.)

• virtual study rooms not bounded by physical study 
room limitations16
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Leaving the future alone, and looking just at the 
present, there are certainly encouraging examples of 
libraries doing really—let’s use the word—cool things, 
and in many cases, very tangible things. The ABC news 
station in Raleigh-Durham, North Carolina, recently 
ran a story mentioning several fascinating technologies 
within the new library at North Carolina State Uni-
versity, which the reporter referred to as “five floors 
of innovation.”17 Several years ago, the Harvard Law 
School Library established a “Harvard Library Inno-
vation Lab,” which describes itself as “a small group 
within the Harvard University Library system that 
implements software ideas about how libraries can be 
ever more valuable. . . . We hack libraries . . . in the 
good sense of discovering and delivering more capa-
bility and value.”18 A visit to its webpage shows some 
pretty interesting projects. Conferences such as the 
LITA National Forum and the Coalition of Networked 
Information Membership meetings continue to inspire 
with presentations and updates of projects that could 
be labeled as . . . innovative.

As noted by Eisenberg and Fullterton, “Chris-
tensen, Horn, and Johnson argued that if schools can-
not incorporate technological innovations to person-
alize learning, then students will pursue education 
outside of traditional schools instead of within them. 
If schools do not adapt, they will meet the same fate 
as businesses such as Digital Equipment Corporation, 
which dominated the business computer market in 
the 1960s and 1970s but went out of business when it 
failed to respond in time to the growing personal com-
puter market.”19 So to all the fellow technologists out 
there . . . hold on for the ride, and have fun.
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